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THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE Cl?JP-4 FUEL AND
OXYGEN AS A RWK!IT PRCll?EIZAN12
I - FROZl?NCOMI?OSITION
LIQUIID
By Vesrl N. Huff and Anthony Fortini
SuMum!
y
o Theoretical rocket performance for frozen composition during expan-0 sion was calculated for the propellant cotiination JP-4 fuel and liquid
oxygen at two chsmiberpressures and several pressure ratios and
oxidant-fuel ratios.
The parameters included are specific impulse, combustion-chaniber
temperature, nozzle-exit temperature, molecular weight, characteristic
velocity, coefficient of thrust, ratio of nozzle-exit area to throat
area, specific heat at constant pressure, isentropic exponent, viscosity,
and thermal conductivityy. A correlation is given for the effect of
chsmber pressure on several of the parameters.
INTRODUCTION
A contenting interest in hydrocarbon fuels and liqtid oxygen as
rocket propellants‘is assured by favorable logistics and relatively high
specific impulse. Theoretical performance of several hydrocarbons with
liquid oxygen has been reported in the Hterature, for example, in refer-
ences 1 to 3.
,,
.
Additional computation were made for the _prope31antcmibination
JP-4 fuel and liquid oxygen at the NACA Lewis l~oratory between 1953
and 1955 as required for theoretical and experhental programs. These
data were computed for both frozen and equilibrium composition during
expansion.
The present report presents the data for frozen composition during
expansion for two chaniberpressures and a wide range of oxidant-fuel
ratios and pressure ratios. A correlation is given which permits the
determination of specific @ulse, characteristic velocity, ratio of
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nozzle-exit area to throat area, cotiustion-chauibertemperature, and














syuiboh are used in this reyort:
area, sq in.
local velocity of sound (velocity
gcI





of flow at throat), ft/sec *
molar specific heat at constant ~ressure, cal/(mole)(OK)
x%q~i cq/(g) (W
spectiic heat at constant pressure, ~ ~
-%)’ 0






sum of sensible enthalpy
sum of sensible enthalpy
factor, 32.174 (lb mass/3b force)
and chemical energy, cal/mole
and chemical energy per unit mass,
specific impulse, lb force-see/lb mass

























1- /~J g g-mole or I-b/lb-mole
characteristic-velocity exponent, @z;:)
specific-bgnilseexponent for fixed pressure ratio, ‘
temperature exponent for fixed pressure ratio,
()
A log T
A log pc pc~p
area-ratio exponent for fixed pressure ratio,
~z;)pc,p
oxidant-to-fuel weight ratio
static pressure (sum of partial pressures), lb/sq in.
partial pressure, lb~sq in.
universal gas constant (consistentunits)
equivalence ratio, ratio of four thes the nuniberof carbon
atoms plus the nuiber of hydrogen atoms to two times the
nuniberof omen atoms
w
















nozzle area to throat area, A/~
lb/cu in.














product of ccmibustionincluding both gaseous and solid phases -
gaseous product Or conkmstion
solid product of conibustion(graphite) .







Performance data were obtained for two chsmber pressures for a
range of equivalence ratios and pressure ratios. IYozen composition
during eqansion was assumed.
The computations were csrried out by means of the method described
in reference 4 with modfiications to adapt it for use with an W card-
pro~ammed electronic calculator. The machine was operated with
floating-decimal-pointnotation and eight significant figures. The
successive approximation process used in the calculationswas continued
until seven-figure accuracy was reached in the destied values of the
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The calculations were
perfect gas law, adiabatic
Assumptions





expansion, no &iction, homogeneous mixing, and one-dimensional flow.
The products of combustion were assumed to be graphite and the following
ideal gases: atomic carbon C, methane CH4, carbon monoxide CO, carbon
dioxide C%, atomic hydrogen H, hydrogen H2, water H20, atomic oxygen O,
oxygen 02, and the hydroxyl radical OH. The conihstion products sre
assumed to be completely expanded within the exit nozzle; that is, anbient
pressure equals exit pressure.
me gaphite WaS assumed to be finely divided and to have the tem-
perature and velocity of the gases during the flow process.
Initial Data
Thermodynamic data. - The thermodynamic





Data for gaphite were t&en from-reference 5. and for water from ref-
erence 6. Data for methane were determined by the rigid-rotator -
harmonic-oscillator approximation using spectroscopic data from refer-
ence 7. The base used in this report for assigning absolute values to
enthalpy is the same as in refereuce 4.
The heat of sublimation of graphite
171.698 Hlocalories per mole (ref. 8).
Physical and thermochemical data. -
in these calculations are typical of the
—
at 298.16° K was taken to be
The properties of the fuel used
JP-4 fuel delivered to this
laboratory over a period of 2 years. The JP-4 fuel was assumed to -
have a hydrogen-to-carbonweight ratio of 0.163 (atom ratio of 1.942),
a lower heat of combustion value of 18,640 Btu per pound and a specific
gravity of 0.769. Additional properties of jet fuels maybe found in
reference 9.
Several properties of
10 sre listed in table I.
Viscosity data. - The
products were either taken
estimated.
The viscosity data
the method of reference
IA of that reference.
4.
the oxidant taken from references 4, 8, and
viscosity data for the individual combustion
from the literature when available, or
for CO, C%,
IL using the
CH4, H2, and 02 were calculatedly
values of the constants from table
,
— .-.. — —.- —.—..-—. .——-–—.—
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The viscosities of C, O, H, and OH were calculated by the method of
reference 12, which assrmes that the logarithm of viscosity is a linear
function of the logarithm of the temperature.
The viscosity of H20 was calculated from the modified Sutherland
equation given in reference X5.
Computation of Conkmstion Conditions
A combustion pressure was assigned (300 or 600 lb/sq in. ahs). At
this assigned pressfie, the composition ~, enthalpy h (includingboth
chemical and sensible energy), and entropy s, were determined for three
temperatures at 10@ K intervals. The temperatures were chosen to band
the vslue of enthalpy for the propellant mbdmre hc. The formulas








= M(l - nk) - PM (2)
Cmibustion composition corresponding to hc was obtained by ordinsry
three-point interpolation of composition as a function of h. Entropy
‘c corresponding to hc was obtained by means of a three-point - three-
slope interpolation of s as a function of h. The slope was obtained







convenient to treat the products of combustion (sometimesa
solid ~aphite and ideal gases) as a single homogeneous fMxh3.
the molecular weight of the combustion products M is defined
as the weight of a sample (includinggases and solid graphite) divided









This value of M is suitable for use in the gas law
7
pRTP=r
provided the solid phase is included in
exhibit ideal properties as long as the
with respect to the volume of the solid
consistent with the assmption that the
(5)
the density. Such a fluid will
volume of the gases is large
phase. The procedure is also
solid particles are small enough
to be considered gas molecules of extremely lsrge molecular weight.
Coqutation of Exit Conditions
Calculation of parameters at assigned temperatures. - Exit tempera-
tures were selected at 3003 or 4000 K intervals to cover the range of
pressure ratios from 1 to 1500. At these selected temperatures, the
following data were computed assuming isentropic expansion and frozen
composition: press~e, enthalpy, specific heat at constant pressure,
isentropic exponent, absolute viscosity, thermal conductivity, nozzle-
area ratio, coefficient of thrust, and specific impulse.
Interpolation of throat pressure. - A cubic equation in terms of
in P was derived from the following function and its first derivative
using the data at two assigned temperatures:
( )h yT ‘Ofunction,fl=lnf2.in ~+=-r
‘1 T
–(‘fist &rivatim’d 1.nP=2Mf2 ‘+l+dl.np ‘)
(Valuesfor ~/din P were found byanwrical method.)
The two temperatures were selected to band the throat temperature.
The pressure at the throat was found by interpolating in P as a func-()hhtion of fl for the point fl = in ~ - ~ . At this point the velocity
of flow eqW the velocity of sound.
Interpolation of enthalpy. - Enthalpies were interpolated for a
series of pressures including the throat pressure by means of qusrtic
equations in terms of In P. Each of the qurtic equations used was
derived from data at two successive assigned temperatures and used to
interpolate those points within the temperature interval. The data used
in forming-each q~ic were the following function at one of the
assigned temperatures and its first and second derivatives at both
assigned temperatures:
— --. —..-—— .—.——.—— ____ . ...- - —— .—-.. .—.
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first
hfUnction, f3 = ~
af3
derivative, ~ ~ ~
d+3
second derivative,
(d In P)2 =
Interpolation of temperature. - Temperatures were interpolated for
a series of pressures including the throat pressure by means of cubic
equations in terms of in P. Each of the ctiic equations used was de-
rived from data at two successive assigned temperat&es and med to
interpolate those points within the temperature interval. The data used
in forming each cubic were the following function and its derivative at
both assigned temperatures:
first
function, f4 = in T “
Mb ~-1
derivative, ~ = —
T
Interpolation of specific heat. - Specific heats were interpolated
for a series of pressures including the throat pressure by means of
mibic equations in terms of in P. Each of the cubic equations used was
derived from values of specific heat for four successive assigned tem-
peratures and used to interpolate those points within the interval of
the two middle temperatures.
Accuracy of interpolation. - The errors due to interpolationwere
checked for.several cases. The values presented for enthalpyj entropy,
and specific impulse apyear to be correctly comptied to all figures
tabulated, while the remaining parameters may in some cases be in error
by one or two figures in the last place tabulated. However, becawe of
uncertainties in thermodynamic data used, all values are probably tabu-

















rhc - heI = 294.98 1000












Ratio of nozzle area to throat area
Specific heat at constant pressure, cal/(g)(OK)
~ni(~)i
% = :(1 --nk)
Isentropic exponent (when the composition is frozen)
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Coefficient of thermal conductivity, calf(see)(cm)(%)
o
‘=4’+::) (15)
The values of viscosity and thermal conductivity for mixtures of
cotiustion gases calculated by means of equations (14) and (15) sre only
approximate. When more re~able transport properties for the various
products of combustion become available, a more rigorous procedure for
computing the properties of mixtures may also be justified. When solid




The calculated values of the performance parameters sre given in
tables II to VZ. The properties of gases in the conibustionchmiber and
the characteristicvelociw are given in table II for each chaniber
pressure and eqyivalence ratio. TdiLe ~1 presents the values of per-
formance parameters at assigned temperatures and constant entropy. These
values were computed directly and used to interpolate properties for
assigned pressure ratios. The first temperature for each eqtivalence
ratio is greater than the cotiustion temperature and represents an
isentropic compression from conibustionconditions. The data for this
temperature were used for interpoltiion. The values of viscosity and
thermal conductivity of the mixture are also given in this table as
functions of temperature.
The performance parameters for sma12 pressure ratios from 1 to 8
are given in table IV. These properties permit computations within the
rocket nozzle and for finite conkustion-chaniberdismeters. Properties
at the throat may be.found where s = 1.000. The values adjacent to the
throat correspond to pressures 1.2 and 0.8 times the ‘throatpressure.
The performance parameters for press&e ratios from 10 to 1500 are
given in table V. This table gives sufficient data to permit interpola-
tion of complete data for any pressure ratio within the range tabulated.
The spectiic impulse and area-ratio values for expansion from
chamber pressure to 1 atmosphere are summarized in table‘VI. The maxi-
mum values calculated for specific impulse for chemiberpressures of 600
?,
and 300 pounds per square inch absoltie are 271.8 and 250.4, respectively,
at 31.98 weight percent fuel. .
SLNACA RM E56A27
Curves
The performance parameters are plotted in figures 1 to 5 for chamber
pressures of 300 and 600 pounds per square inch absolute,
Curves of specific impulse are presented in figure 1 for pressure
ratios from 10 to 1500 as functions of weight percent fuel. The maximum








conibustiontemperature and exit temperature for pressure
to 1500 are plotted in figure 2 as functions of weight
The exponent ~ is also shown.
the ratio of nozzle area to throat srea are plotted in
}
figure 3 for pressure ratios from 10 to 1500 as functions of weight







4 gives the curves for coefficient of thrust for pressure
10 to 1500 as functions of weight percent fuel.
5 presentscurves of molecular weight and characteristic
functions of weight percent fuel. ho shown is the
exponent nc*.
Effect of solid graphite. - The theoretical calculations of equilib-
rium composition in the conibustionchanber showed that solid graphite
was not present for the equivalence ratios of 1 to 2 (weight percent
fuel, 22.71 to 37.01) and was present for equivalence ratios of 3.
The appearance of solid graphite did affect the values of the therm-
dynsmic parameters and resulted in a break in the performance data in
the region of equivalence ratios between 2 and 3. The performance at an
equivalence ratio of 3 was not plotted in figures 1 to 5 but is presented
in tables II to VT.
CWmiber-l?ressureEffect
The logarithms of the painters I, T~ e) ~d C* ~e very ne~lY
linear with the logarithm of chriber pressure for a fixed equivalence
ratio and pressure ratio. This linearity permits the data to be cor-
,. related by means of exponents according to the following equations:
9= (=C)F’C,P (16)
—
.__. ..._. ..— —— —— .-...— ._
..—.— ———- ———.-—— ---——— -
12
“&=(=.),c,p
Equations (16) ~ (19) may be written as
()P= ‘II =11= C,l










where Pc,l may be selected to be either 300 or 600 pounds per square
inch absolute provided that 11, Tl, El, and c? are the corresponding
values for the chauber pressure selected.
.
The data of tables II and Vwere used in equations (16) to (19) to
calculate exponents which are also shown in the tables and are plotted
in figures 1, 2, 3, and 5.
To illustrate the use of these exponents, suppose it is desired to
obtain the value of specific hpulse for a chaniberpressure of 450 pounds
per square inch absolute $inda pressure ratio of 30.62 (exit pressure,
1 atm) for sm equivalence ratio r of 1.5 (30.59 weight p=cent fuel).
From figure l(a) and table V, the value of I at this pressure ratio
$.
and equivalence ratio (but for a chamber pressure of 300 lb/sq in. abs)
is 261.5 and the value of nl is 0.0142. ??romequation (2o), .







A comparison of the parameters obtained by means of the chsmber-pressure
correlation and by a direct calculation for two examples is given in the
following table (r = 1.5; 30.59 weight percent fuel):
Parsmeter Pc = 450 lb/sq in. abs Pc = 1200 lb/sq in. abs
Pe = 1 atm Pe = 1 atm
Estimated Direct Error Estimated Direct Error
by corre- calcu- by corre- calcu-
lation lation lation lation
I 263.04 263.09 0.05 290.40 290.25 0.15
Tc 3482.7 3482.9 .1 3605.2 3600.4 4.8
Te 1815.4 1815.5 .2 1560.5 1558.0 2.5
E 4.643 4.641 .002 9.429 9.4.08 .021
C* 5762.5 5762.7 .2 5838.2 5835.0 - 3.2
It is expected that values estimated for other equivalence ratios
and pressure ratios wi~ have small errors of the order of magnitude
sho~m in the preceding table. A possible exception might occur when the
value of the exponent is changing rapidly such as in the region when
solid graphite first appears.
SUMMARY (1?RESULTS
A theoretical investigation of the performance of JP-4 fuel with
liquid oxygen as an oxidant was made for the folloting conditions:
(1) equ.ivdence ratios fromlto 3, (2) chmiber pressures of 300 and
600 pounds per square inch, (3) pressure ratios from 1 to 1500, and
(4) frozen composition during expansion.
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1. The msximum values of specific impulse for chtier pressures of
600 and 300 pounds per square inch absolute (40.83 and 20.41 atm) and .
and exit pressure of 1 atmosphere were 271.8 and 250.4, respectively,
at 31.98 weight percent fuel.
2. The data presented in this report permit interpolation of complete
performance data for any equivalence ratio from 1.00 to 2.00, chartiber
pressure from 150 to 1200 pounds per squsre inch absolute, and pressure
ratio up to 1500.
Iewls Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio, Janusry 31, 1955
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aAt .182*)C) c; ref. 10.
TABIE I. - PROPERTIES Cl!?LIQU3D OXYGEN
Molecular weight, M 32.00
Densityj g~cc al.1415
lZreezingpoint, ‘C b-218.76
Boiling point, ‘C b-1820g7
Enthalpy required to convert
liquid at boiling point to








‘At -182.97° C; ref. 8.










TAPL2 II. - THERMODYNAMIC PROPER- OF COM3USTZCM 13ASB FOR JP-4 FUKL AND LIQUID OXYOEN
Jl.Mva- Percent Otidant Tem- Temper- Moleoular $nthalpy, Entropy, speclfio Isen-
enoe fuel by to fuel
CheraOter- CharaO -
pera- atie weight, s, heat, troplo L5tio-
EtiO,
teria -

























































)mbustlon-< amber pressure, 6CR3 lb/aq in. aba
i.oo12a.71 I 3.403136ia I 0.0426[ 25.4812531 .612.S729 0.451
1.20 a6.07 2.636 36a8 .0423 24,03 2901.1 3.6815 470
1.30 27.64 a.618 36ia 0411 2S.36 3074.1 a.7297 :4’?9
1.40 a9.15 a.43z 3576 :0386 aa,70 3a39.9 2.7740 .4.97
1.50 30.59 a.269 3518 0353 a2.05 3399.0 2.8146
1.60 31.90 a.la7 3436 :0309 21.41 3551.6 a.85i5 ::;:
1.00 34.59 1.891 3a05 oaoe ao.17 3839.4 2,914a 513
3,00 37.01 1.7oa a923
3.00 46.8s
:0114 19.03 4105.8 2.96a7 :528













































Ihe bme used for enth~py IS uiven in reference 4.
bp=moter breed on f170Ze~-OCmp~Bitlan.
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TAELE III. - lHEOREHCAL RWXET P=MEWANCE AT M.910NED ~ F@l JP-4 FUHJ AND LIQUID OXYUEN UITN
D=5600 348.3103200 178.200S800 84.3322400 36.079aooo l: :$;:16001s00 1.009900 .a62600 045
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aaoe. o 1.237 ::;:; 619
2121.4 1.24a
:::::: 3.70
4289 577 .00031 S.41
2036. S 1.248 :;;:: 533 oooae .9.3a
1872.9 1.267 437 :::::: 23.37
1757.4 1.288 137a9 356 62.53
1649.7 1.320 .3443 26a .00012 226.75
r - 133; p raentnlel- 27.64;0 - 2.618
3600 34s .110 3116.9 l. ale 0.::::
3aoo
904 0.00053 —
l:::::; a9a6.5 l.aza 838 ,00049
aeoo
1.00 0-.-3 ;; :.;
a73e.7 1.226 :4657 760
a400
.00044 1.21
37. ea9 a554.1 1.a32 4567 694 .00039 1.90 1:212 a12:7










aaa5.6 1.a45 :4371 574 :00031 5.19
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THEOREI!ICALROC= P3WORWNCR AT M210N2D T12@~ PoR JP-4 FUEL AND IJQm
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11.380 465a.3 1.379 :4666 275
400 2.663
::;:::
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THEORETICALROCEZiTPWOIU4ANC2 FCR PR222UR2 RA’PI02~ 1AND8FOR JP-4F7JELAND LJQIJIDOxYom
WIl!HFROZEN CC!XPOSITIONDURING 12ENTROPICPROCE22
(a) ~~ P=-, S@3 Pm par aware Inch absolute.
r - 1.60;pr.mnt fuel- s1.98; O/P - 2.127
1.000 300.00 3363 3551.6 0.500
;.::: 294.11 3350 3545.4































3011.7 1.a44 1.a14 1.898 als. s
. . 1.80, Dar
m
r - 2.00; pr
m






















































































~2AL RCYXET ~C2 FCIRPREWUR2 RATI@ EEWEZN 1M8FCRW-4FU2L AND IJQOI0
OXYW VIITlPR~ CCtiPCt21!ITCNDURINO ~OPIC PRW~



















r . 1.40; pement fuel . 22.i5~ o/F - 2.4sI
600.00 3576 sa39.9
5e8. a4
0.487 i.ai9 —— ——
356S sas3.7 1.a19 0.130 3.S36
s76 .9a
X.—a
3551 3aa7.7 :::; 1.a19 ;:;: a.410 39.6






















a697.9 .466 1.a31 1.9%4 1.91s 9z7. a
r - 1.60; wO~ t fuel - 31.98; o/F - 2.127
600.00 3436 3551.6 0.501
58a. a4
1.aa7 — .
s4a3 3s45.3 .501 i.aa7 0:::: 3.s43
576.9a 3411 3539. s 501 1.aa7
%3
a. 416
500.00 33al 3494. s :499 1.8a0 .39a 1.a67 70. s
4oa .13 3189 34aa.6 497 1.a30 .s74 1.03a












3i6a. a 1.a36 l.oaa l:a90 184.1
a317 300Q.6 z.a4i 2.a14 1.9oa a18.6
m
r . 1.80: neraent fuel . 34.52: o/F . 1.891
m
..– —– -—.—-- --,.,—_ __
3839.4 0.513 1.a38 —— — .
38 S3.1 .513 l.ase 0.130 3.354 ass
38a7. o .Sla 1.a38 .183 a.4a3
37 Ba.8 .:; :
sa. e















3a99.6 1.a54 z.ai3 1.s85 a16.7
. S.00; ~ruent fuel - 46.65; O/F - 1.134
5180.4 o. 54a 1.310 — -— —
5184. a .54a 1.310 O:; ;$ 3.4aa 19.1
Sleo.1 541 1.311 a. 47x
S150.4 :538
a6.9
1.31s .400 1.a89 S7.5
5101.4 .533 1.317 l.oae 87.0
5067. a .5a9 :.;;: :::: 1.000 108.7
5oa7.3 .5a4 1.oa7 118.4
4937.8 sla 1:334 1:::;
:498
1.a46 147.6
4841.4 1.347 l. all 1.776 1’73.8
—.. . .—— —.— .-. .—
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TABIS V. - T22CRETICALRUX3T PEmKmMNc2Pm PREWuR2RATIU3 ~lo AND152-oFcRn-4FmKL AHDLIQUID OXYOEXHITH
PRozm Col’lPCsrTIolima IsEN’lTtOPICPR~
(a) Chamber pressure, XIO puncls per square inch absolute.
Ply& Preyr8, TemPe:
,
:%0, lb/8&in . T,
P./P w
Enthalpy,9p0iri0 IBen- ThmEt &ea- Area
h, heat, ~, tmpio OOmi- ratio
oal/g
ratio,
ad eqmnant, Oient, ~t, ‘



























































































































6!46 .013r9 a.al1 a.aaS.so2 4.635 s.6e1 7.59a 9.351 11.00 T0.0161 a19.6.0164 a34.o.0166 a43.a.0169 as4.7.0172 a6a.1.0174 a7z.7.0177 a77.e.0270 aea.aa347.1aa71.6aaal.s21s5.4ai12.5ao53.7ao15.41987.1











P==ent fiel - 27.64; 0/9 - 2.618
m r0.01S6.0159.o16a.0165.0167.0170.o17a.0173 1aaa. ia36.7a4s.9a57.5a6s. oa74. saeo.6aes. o30.00ao. o15.0 t10.007.505.003.753.00 aa97ala7aola::::i6aa1s31f463 .0409..050s0516:053a.0s44056a:057s.0506
Aa9a.3a97.1303. a307. a3za.3315.6310.03aa.1a.oo1.501.00.75.s0.37.30~ L1346la67216S10931:;:a9aei3 .0606.06ao.064a0657:0600::::$.0733 ao91.9ao59.7ao17.41909. s1953.119a9. a1911.7lees. or - 1.4C .414.409::;2.308.303::;:u1.a6a 1.6661.366 1.693~.a7a 1.7ae1.a77 1.7s0~.ae4 1.7001.ae9 1.7901.a93 l.eza1.300 1.835fuel - 29.15;O ,LLl0144 14.70:0156 10.160175 a4.4910188 30.a9.oaue 40.90oaaa so.61:oa34 59.71.oa55 00.612.-1
Ta.ao 0.0140a.e6 .01513.47 .01534.59 .01s55.6a .0157;.:: .0160.o16a10:84 .0164 aa4.oa3e.7a4e.oas9.7a67.1S76.6aea.0a87.aT0.074 2.a37 1.a65456 1.S40 1.340:45a 1.a43 1.400446 1.S47 1.466:44a l-aso 1.50943s 1.a54 1.56a:430 l.ase 1.597.4a7 1.a6A 1.6aa ).0043.005s.0063.0076.0005.0099g;;:.TTl10 30.00 aa67 o15 ao.oo ao97ao 1s.00 190330 1:.;; $::;4060 5:00 15943.7s 1s031:: 3.00 1435 .04500473:0403.0499:~%::0s49 a663.aases.1a533.3a465.oa4x9.ea360.4a3al.oaa9a.1
A150aoo300400600Floo10001s00 1a.oo 13191.50 la411.00 1137.7s 1060.50 976.37 914.30 069.ao 791 0S67:0501::2::.06360651:0663.0604Laa4aaaloa167ai39alo3ao79ao61ao3a .0.3.0::::.0 J_L419 1.S67 1.663:414 1.S71 1.690406 1.a7e 1.7a5:401 1.a8a 1.747.393 1.S90 1.776300 ~.a95 1.795Z3e4 1.a99 1.800377 1.306 1.031 L14.57 .016617.99 .0168B4.a3B9.95 :;::;40.39 017549.93 :0177se .0779.37 ::::; Aa94.6::$.::309.4314.s317.03ao.a3a4.a.01340145:0163.017s::::?:::+2
%@ Inprqmllmt, Peramt bywei@M..
bCmi6mt-h-fUel ratio, by weQht.
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TA8LE V. - Continued. ‘E3ECREMCAL R~ PSRYORMANC6 FM PNEWONE NATICIS8STWEEN10 AND E-&OFM JP-4FUEL AND LIQUID
OXYm WITH F7(OZSNCOMPCSI’lTONDURINO ISBI’EIOPICPR-
(a) C0n01ude6. Chamber pmaaure, 500 PCW16E per square inch absolute.
*es- Premura, Temper- Temper- Enthalpy, Speolflo IsOn- TbruatArea-ratio Araa 9paaifi0-
Iura P, atum, atura
SpaOU10
haat, ~, tlwplo Ooaffl. .9xp0WIlt,
,atio,lb/eq In. T, exponent, Odh)g ratio, we ye,
Pfl @B % & ‘;mt’ “%? % ‘
exponent,
% %1 lb-&/lb
r - 1.S0; ~raent fuel . 30.59; O/F - 2.269
10 30.00 aaas 281s.6 0.468 1.a4i lass 3
15 ao. oo 2054
2.19 aas
a736.9 .46a i.a44 1.347 a.85 a40:o
ao 15.00 1940 2684.7 458 1.a47 1.399 3.45













a471. s .436 1.a65 1.595
1:: 3.00 1397
9.1s aa4. z
a44a.5 .431 1.a67 1.619 10.74 a88.5









a3i.s.3 411 1.284 ~.7al a3 .93




.50 944 a254. o .397 1.a96 1.77a 39.70
310.6









a183.3 .381 1.313 1.026 77.9a 3as. a
r - 1.60; Paraent~~ . 31.98,o~
- 2.127
10 30.00 a163 0.0366 a965.7 0.473 1.a46 1.264 0.0034 a.ie
is ao. oo 1996 0378 a886.4
0.0121 aas. e
.468 i. aso 1.347 .0043
:0386 a834. a
!2 .03
ao ls .00 1084
.ola3 a40.5
30 1;.:: ;;;:
.463 1.as3 1.39s .0049 3.43 .ola5 a49.6






:~w~ S.S4 .olas a6a. a
.04ao 2661.3 445 1.266 1.5s8






3.00 1340 .0438 a593.8 .
9.0s .oi3a a84.4
435 1.a73 1.617 .0093 10.63 .0133 ae 8.7
150 a.oo xa35
aoo
04sa a544.6 4a8 1.a80 1.657
1.s0 1159 :0463 asta.7
.0105 14. a4
14 aa ~.a84 1.684
.0135 S96.0
300 l:;; 1059 .0470 a470.6
.0124 17.55 .0137 300.7
.414 1.a9~ 1.717
400 99a 0489 a443.3








800 .37 844 0517 a383. a









1500 .ao 7a6 :384 z.3ai i.aao
.0144 3al.1
.0541 a337.8 .0183 76. as .0146 3a5. o
r - 1.203 parcmt fuel . 34.59;o/P - 1.691
10 30.00 aooo o.oa39 3a60.4 o. 48a i.a58 1.a63 o.ooaa a.16 0.0081
1s ao. oo 1839
aa4.4
.oa46 3103. s 476 1.a63 1.345 a.80
ao 15.00 z73a :471 Z.a66 1.396
.0083. 838.9
oas2 3132.7 ::!::
30 10.00 1s89 loa59 3066.1
3.38 .0084 a4a. o
.464 i.a71 1.460 .0038
40 7.s0 1494 oa6s 3oaa. a
4.45 .0085 as 9.4
.4s8 i.a7s 1.s01
60 S.oo 1368 1oa74 a964.9
.0043 5.43 .0086 266.7
.4s0 i.a82 1.ss3
S.75 la84
.00s0 7.al .0087 a7s.9





3.00 ia ai .oa85 aa99.5
a81.7
.0060 10.34 .0089 886.0
150 a.oo 1114 oa94 a8sa.7 43a 1.297 1.649
aoo
.0067 13.81













.413 1.315 1.7a8 .0087 a7 .94 .0093
600 .50 803 .03a6 a7aa.3
800
.405 1.3a3 1.75s
.37 748 0333 2700. a
0096 37.4a .0094 311:8
.400 t.3a8 z. 77a
1000
:0101 46.03







0347 a657. a .390 1.340 1.805 :0114 7a .38 .0097 3ao.7
r . 2.023 paraentfuel . 57.01;o/F
- 1.702
10 30.00 1800 ;::; .; 0.487 ~.a73 1.a6a a.x3
1s ao. oo 1649
aao. a
.480 1.a79 1.343
ao ls .00 1S48 34a7Za
a.76 a34. a
.475 1.a83 1.393
30 10.00 141s 3364.4
3.33 a43. o
40
467 1.a89 1.456 4.36





3a69.4 4s3 1.300 1.547 7.oa






443 1.310 1.6oa lo. oa a79.4

























.30 60S 3010.8 140a 1.3sa 1.769
306.6
1500 .ao 544 8986. S
SI .14 308.7
.397 1.3S8 1.789 68.83 31a.2
--——. ...z —-—. ...— ——. — . —.. + —.-— ..——. .—— —
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FcR~RATIcs EslwEn4 10ANDIWO PORJP-4PV2L AND UQOIDTASLS V. - CcdAmued.TEHIWTICAL RfXF&T P~CS
oxYasR HITS FROZ6N COMPCSITIOSrnJRIRf3ISEWE+OPICPRlxms
(b) Chamber Pnnure, 600 pcmnds par Bquare lwh absolute.
Prea-
---, = =- Entbalpy, specific Isan- Tluunt Area- Area SpeOifi* sp80ifia
Sure P, h, heat, ~, *P1.3 Oc.effi- ratio rati0,
ratio, lb/sq in. T,
impulse i?e,
e~t, QU6 expyant, clerk,
pa .- % 9
expOMllt, s exponent,
G??% % na ‘I lb-s&/lb
r = 1.00; prlmnt fuel . 22.n; o/P. 3.403
10 60.00 940s 0.0509 1998.0 0.430 x.aaa 1.S66 0.0049
15 40.00 aa3a
a. aa 0.0161 als. s
05s5 19a4. e 4a5 l. aas 1.350 a.90




::::: 3.53 .0167 a38.0
30 ao. oo 1963 0s5s 1811.5 417 z.a30 1.471 4.69 .:; ;:
:0567 1768.6 :413 z.a3a 1.514
aso. s
40 15.00 1860 ::::: S.?6
60 1:.:: ;:::
a57.7
0586 171a.0 4oe 1.S36 1.-669 ?.71 :0175





6:00 1561 .0610 1646.7 .401 1.a4a 1.631 .0133 lx. a2
a73.1
::::: a77. s





:390 l. aso 1.7oa
a84.8
3.00 1361 016S 18.74 :01135
300
a89.6
a.oo lass 0668 15a6.5 384 1.a55 1.736
:0604 1499. s





:0196 31.47 .0190 a99.7
.0700 1463.3
800
373 1.a6s 1.79a oai7 4a .67
:36I3 1.a69 x.ela
304.9
07a5 1439.6 :oa3a 6a .96
1000 .60
::?:; 308. a
976 :0738 14a8.3 364 1.a73 1.8S6 .0944 6a .63 .0196
1500 .40 894 .0763 139a.7 :357 1.a79 1.850
310.7
.0S66 B4 .94 .0199 314.8
r - 1.23; par.sentfuel - 28.07J o/F - 2.636
10 60.00 a398 0.0505 a334.6 0.448 1.aa6 1.!466 0.0049 a.aa 0.0161 aaa. o








30 ao. oo 195a
a46. o
434 1.a35 1.470 :~%$ 4.66
:431 1.a38 l.sla
.0169 a57.7





4a5 z.a4a 1.567 :0109 7.65 .0174
7.50 1615 0595 1993.4 :4ao 1.a45 1.6oa
a74.9
1:: :0605 1964.3 .
.0177 ael. o
6.00 1545 417 1.a47 1.6ae ::::; 1::;: .0178 a8s.5
150 4.00 1425 0686 1914.5 410 l. asa 1.671 0140 14.96
:0641 1881.6 :4o6 1.a56 1.696
.0181 a93. o
aoo 3.00 1344 ;o16a ls .51
300
.0103 a97.9







.394 1.a66 1.757 .0195 31.00 .0180 308. a













1500 .40 87S :0758 1699.0 .
oa4a 61.46 019s 319.3
370 1.888 1.a44 :0264 a3 .19 :0198 3a 3.4
r = 1.X); percent a el - 27.64; o/P
- 2.618
10 60.00 a377 o.04a9 a49s. o 0.456 1.aa9 1.266 0.0047 a.al 0.0156
15 40.00 aaoa 0505 a416. o
aa4.5









30 ao. oo 1930
.o16a 248.7
.44a 1.a38 1.469 :::;: 4.64
40 ls .00 laa6 .0544 2a48.3
a60.5
.43a z.a4~ 1.511 .oo9a 5.69 :::::
60 1;.:: ::::
a68.1





1:; 6:00 lsa3 .05a6 alla.1
.oita 9.37 aa3.9
.424 l.asl 1.6a6 .02a7 li. oa :0173 a8a.4












405 1.266 1.731 .0175 24.79
400 ;399 1.a7~ 1.754
.o~al
1.s0 1144 .0657 1961.6
307.1
.olaa 30.69 .0103






.0696 la99. o .3a7 1.aa2 1.ao3
1000 937 0709 Iaao. a








0255 aa .04 .o 19a 3a 6.4
J
.
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TABLE V. - Concludedt THEORETICAL RCCKST PSRFOFWNCS Pm ~ORE RATICS BETWEEX 10 AND 1530 FOR JP-4 FUEL NiO LIQOID
OXYOIDlHITliFRH COWOSITIC+l DURING IS~OPIC PROC2SS
(b) Concluded. Chamber pressure, 600 p.amda yr square Inch absolute.
Pre6- Pr.3ssul-e,Temper- ‘PP- Enthalpy, Speoifio S0en- l%lllst drea- Area SpeOiflo- Speotiiu
P, n!alre, heat, ~, troplo oOaffl- Fatao ratio, impllne






























15 1 4.00aoo S.ooSoo a.oo
L466 1:s0600 1.00800 .7s100 .601500 .40
la74 I :04631 a492.704sa a5a5.61197





1969 03io905 :0317tlal765 :~;;:7a46S4 :0347







































































































































































xi.*4i ;013+1.770 .01511.7881.801 :::::1.8a3 .0183






















114.3517.69a3 .78a9 .3539.4948.7S57.4077. a3 .0135.0137.0139.0140.o 14a.0143.0144.0146
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m8LE VI. - THEORETICALROC~ PERFOWCE FOR COMPLETEEXPANSIONTO EXITPRESSURE
OF 1 ATIIIOSPHEREFOR JP-4FUELANDLIQUIDOXYGEN
[Frozen composition during Isentroplc process.1
:quiva- Percent Oxidant- Combus - Exlt
.ence fuel by to-fuel tlon temper-
‘atio, weight weight temper- ature,
r
*
ratio> atur e, T




1.20 26.07 2.836 3523
1.30 27.64 2.618 3511




1.50 30.59 2.269 3518
1.60 31.98 2.127 3436
1.80 34.59 1.891 32o5
2.00 37.01 1.702 2923









Charac - mst Area Specific
teris- coeffi- ratlo, Impulse,


















1541 15613 1.39613.37 I 243.6
measure. 600 lb/so in. abs
1853 5475 1.517 5.84
1840 5643 1.515 5.80
1818 5707 1.514 5.77
1784 5755 1.513 5.73
1737 5785 1.511 5.69
1675 5794 1.509 5.64
1515 5747 1.504 5.52
1333 5630 1.499 5.39





















20 24 28 32 36 40
Fuelin propellant,percentby weight
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Oxidant-to-fuelratio,O/l?
(a)Chamberpressure, 300poundspsr squareinchabsolute.
r,)3Exponent nI for usein equation I = Im ~ .
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20 2A 28 32 36
Fuelin propellant,percentby weight
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I





Erponent nI for use in equationI = ~w ~ .
RI.gure1. - Concluded.Theoreticalsp9cificimpulseof J&4
fuelwithliqdd oxygen. l+rozencompositiondting isen-
tropicexpansionto pressureratioindicated.
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20 24 2a 32 36 40
Fuel in propelkrt, psrcent by weight
I I I I J
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
CkLdant-to-fuel ratio, O/F
(B)Chamberpressure,~ pound.aper square inch absolute.
() ‘TExpomnt ~ for use in equation T = Tm & .
Figure 2. - !@oretical combustion-chamber t,emp9rature and
nozzle-exit temperate of JP-4 fuel with liquLcl oxygen.
Frozen composition during iaentropic expansion to PE-
sure ratio indicated.
.—. —- _ . ..——. ——





























m 24 26 32 36
Pual in popelhnt, percentby weight
I I I I I
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Maant-to-fual ratio, o/F
(b) Char&r prusaura,E03 pounOE~ squarainch abmlu%. Expment ~
%()Pfor we in equation T = T~ & .
Figure 2. - Concludsd. ‘Ihmreticalcombustion-chambertemparatum and
nozzle-exittempmture of J&i fuel with liqutdqgan. Frozen com-







I / IY / 1
Ill I
Area-ratio exponent, I%essure _
— U,& ratio, _
I I I pc/p –
I
1






I i 1 /
l—




.020 -. . 0 / /
—. -
—
/ ‘ h ‘- I i I
.018 -- —- -’






-. . / 1 I /
K / t9 w I I
..”.~1 /l/l/roll
-A ‘-’ ‘“ ““’
I 0 I-d - , I













24 28 32 36 4 )
Fuel in ~ropellant, percentby weight
I I I I J
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Oxidmt-to-fuelratio,O/F




for.use h equation 6. 63M ~ .
Figure 3. - Theoretical ratio of nozzlearea to throatarea
for JP-4 fuel with lA.quidoxygen. lkozen compositiondur-
ing isentropicexpansionto pressureratio indicated.
J
——- -—.-. -—— ———. .—--- --- .--— -——
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20 24 28 32 36
nt, percentby weight
I t 1 I I I f I t
, 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
CMdant-to-fuel ratio, OiF




Exponent ne for use in equation &=c1300 ~ .
Figlm’e 3. - Concluded.Theoreticalratioof nozzleareato




























20 24 28 32 36 40
Fuel in propellant, percent by weight
[ I I I I I I I I I I
4.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Oxidant-to-fuelratio,O/F
(a)Chwiberpremn?e, 300 poundsper squsreinch absolute.
mgure 4. - Theoreticalcoefficientof thrustfor JF-4fuel
with liquidoxy~n. Frozen compositionduringisentro@c
expansionto pressureratioindicated.
. . ..— --—----- —— —— --. — ——. -. —. —. —.































20 24 28 32 36
Fuel in propellant,percentby weight
I I I I I I I I I I I I I
4.0 3.0 1.5
Oxidant-to-fuelratio,‘bfi
(b)Cha@er pressure,600 pounds per square inch absolute.
It@re 4. - concluded. Theoretic-al coefficient of thrust for
JP-4 fuel with liquid oxygen. Itrozen composition during












Fuel in propellant} ~rcent ~ weight
I I I I I I I I I I ! I I
4.0 3.’0 1.5
C@dant-to-fuel ratio, 2;%
R@lre 5. - Theoretical.molecular weight, chara&eristlc-




ncu for use in equation c* = C:m ~ . Frozen com-
position during isentropic expmsio; #m chsmber pres-
Slmw indicated.
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